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 A place for critical literacy

 Ann S. Beck

 Critical literacy instruction can ia¥e a

 place In institutions where student voices

 are deliberately curtailed.

 A small group of students in my adult

 literacy class has just finished reading

 Wayne Karlin's "Search and Destroy"

 (1999), a short story about American

 troops in Vietnam who combat an infestation of
 rats in their barracks. To initiate a student-

 centered discussion, I ask a series of open-ended

 questions designed to encourage the class to ex-

 amine the story in order to find points of intersec-

 tion between their lives and the text: How do you

 feel about the story? What point of view is being

 represented? How else could the story have been

 written? As the students enter into dialogue to-

 gether, they identify parallels between Karlin's sto-

 ry and current political issues. Two students with

 different points of view on the American presence

 in Iraq begin to dominate the discussion; their

 voices rise in anger, and their body language be-

 comes aggressive and threatening. The video cam-
 era that monitors our classroom does not transmit

 voices, but the officers in the surveillance control

 booth are trained to recognize signs of escalating

 tension and to anticipate physical confrontations.

 Within minutes, the class is disrupted by the ar-

 rival of officers who separate the students and re-
 turn them to their units.

 Unlike most adult literacy classes, this one

 takes place in an all-male maximum-security

 provincial correctional facility in Canada. Shortly
 after the last students are escorted from the class-

 room, a senior officer arrives to interview me re-

 garding the morning's events. I briefly describe

 the lesson, show the officer Karlin's story, and ex-

 plain how the focus of the class shifted

 from the text to modern-day con-

 cerns. The officer skims the story,

 pausing over a paragraph in which

 Karlin explicitly describes the torture

 of a female rat by American soldiers.

 When the officer puts down the story

 and resumes the interview, he asks me to explain

 why I knowingly exposed a volatile population of
 inmates to controversial, provocative classroom

 materials. I try to describe my teaching approach,
 but the officer is not interested in a definition of

 critical literacy or an explanation of why it is im-

 portant. He cuts short my explanation and clari-

 fies the issue: "My job is to keep the inmates

 quiet. Your job is to teach them. Your job can't in-

 terfere with my job." A reprimand goes into my

 personnel file.

 A time and a place?
 Critical literacy, defined here as an attitude toward

 texts and discourses that questions the social, po-
 litical, and economic conditions under which

 those texts were constructed (Freire, 1970), shows

 much promise in helping people "make meaning

 from the array of multimedia, complex visual im-

 agery, music and sound, even virtual worlds that

 confront us each day" (Tasmanian Office for

 Curriculum, 2003, p. 1). Teaching critical literacy,
 however, is not without risks to students, teachers,

 and the institutions in which they are embedded.

 Although the officer was unquestionably justified

 Beck teaches at Camosun

 College in Victoria, British

 Columbia, Canada. She may
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 Bay Road, Victoria, BCV8P

 5J2, Canada.
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 in his decision to stop my lesson due to the threat

 of impending violence, all critical literacy lessons

 are student centered and involve lively, sometimes

 heated, discussion about controversial, provoca-

 tive issues; encouraging this strong engagement

 with and discussion of subject matter that is

 deeply relevant to students' lives beyond the class-

 room is arguably at the core of critical literacy: "a

 critical literacy approach places in the foreground

 issues of power and explicitly attends to differ-

 ences across race, class, gender, sexual orientation

 and so on" (Cervetti, Pardales, & Damico, 2001, p.

 9). The question is whether it is appropriate to

 teach critical literacy in settings where student

 voices are deliberately discouraged and silenced,

 such as penal institutions. Is teaching critical liter-

 acy dependent on place? In order to consider these

 questions, it is first necessary to examine the fun-

 damental assumptions behind critical literacy, the

 methods used to teach it, and the challenges in-

 volved in adopting such practices in both regular
 and alternative adult classrooms.

 Assumptions behind critical
 literacy
 Critical literacy draws from the tradition of the

 Frankfurt School of Social Critical Theory that

 maintains the transformation of social inequalities

 and injustices as its objective (Kellner, 1993). Social

 critical theorists begin from the position that peo-

 ple are never free, but "inhabit a world rife with

 contradictions and asymmetries of power and priv-

 ilege" (McLaren, 1988, p. 175). These unequal pow-

 er relationships are perpetuated through the

 legitimizing of particular forms of knowledge that
 serve the interests of a dominant culture and ideol-

 ogy. Because these forms are constructed through

 social interaction, knowledge is "historically- and

 socially-rooted and interest-bound" (p. 178), and

 language itself is never a neutral account of the

 world but "shot through with power - social, cul-

 tural, and ideological - that constructs and is con-

 structed by daily interactions" (Rogers, 2002, p.

 774). Questioning why some constructions of

 knowledge are legitimated while others are not en-

 courages individuals to develop the critical aware-

 ness necessary to challenge the status quo and

 discover alternatives to existing social inequalities;

 critical theorists thus highlight the individual as the

 agent of social change.

 Critical educational theory, or critical peda-

 gogy, applies the tenets of critical social theory to
 the educational arena and takes on the task of ex-

 amining how schools reproduce inequality and

 injustice, yet may also be sites for individuals to

 gain critical consciousness and participate in the

 transformation of their society. Schools partici-

 pate in maintaining unequal social relationships

 through curricular decisions that reflect political

 and economic interests of a country (Cadiero-

 Kaplan, 2002) and with literacy practices that are

 sanctioned by dominant groups (Powell, 1999).

 These practices include choices of text that may

 reinforce the dominant literary canon, interaction

 patterns that support mainstream cultural norms,

 and textual interpretations that sustain dominant

 cultural ideologies (Comber & Nixon, 1999).

 Despite this support of ideology, however, schools

 are "not only instructional sites, but also.. .cultural

 arenas where a heterogeneity of ideological and

 social forms often collide in an unremitting

 struggle for dominance" (McLaren, 1988, p. 168).

 McLaren argued that when teachers engage in

 critical pedagogy, schools allow "forms of resist-

 ance to emerge and to break the cohesiveness of

 hegemony" (p. 184). Giroux (1987) agreed that

 schools are potential sites for interrogating social

 conditions and observed that this interrogation

 takes place when teachers establish the conditions

 under which students are encouraged to discuss

 and debate the issues they deem relevant to their

 lives. Through this interrogation, students be-

 come educated in the responsibilities and rights

 that accompany active citizenship in a democracy.

 Critical pedagogy, then, is a movement to connect

 the development of individual ethical responsibil-

 ity to social change through education.

 Critical literacy and critical pedagogy large-

 ly unite through the work and theory of Paolo
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 Freire, an adult literacy teacher who developed

 adult literacy programs in rural communities

 across Brazil. According to Freire (1970), under-

 lying critical literacy is a definition of literacy as

 primarily a social practice: "the literacy process

 must include the relationships of men with their

 world" (p. 212) because "the word is not something
 static or disconnected from men's existential

 experience, but a dimension of their thought-

 language about the world" (p. 215). The implica-

 tion of understanding literacy as embedded in the

 world means taking up "the relations and fields of

 social, cultural and economic power where peo-

 ple actually use texts" (p. 205). Through the

 process of naming and analyzing these complex

 relations, individuals become critically aware
 about the conditions of their existence. This criti-

 cal awareness is accompanied by an ethical and

 social responsibility to humanely transform the

 world in which they live; therefore, embedded in

 literacy practices are both "word-and-action"

 (p. 210). For these reasons, literacy is an act of

 knowing that empowers individuals because,

 through it, individuals simultaneously discover

 their voices and their ethical responsibilities to

 use literacy for the improvement of their world.

 Critical literacy in the
 classroom

 The critical literacy classroom is characterized by

 an emphasis on students' voices and dialogue as
 tools with which students reflect on and con-

 struct meanings from texts and discourses.

 Dialogue is important because learning is prima-

 rily a social act that is tied to its real-life context

 and relies on language as a mediator (Rogers,

 2002). By centering the discussion around stu-

 dent voices and concerns, critical literacy teachers

 acknowledge that students arrive in the classroom

 with a wide range of experiences behind them

 that influence the meaning-making process, and

 these teachers believe that reflecting on how ex-

 periences shape their interpretations is the first

 step toward critical awareness. In order to facili-

 tate this reflection, critical literacy teachers estab-

 lish a supportive environment in which students

 can participate in thoughtful exchanges with one
 another that will lead them to new and richer un-

 derstandings of first personal, and later social, is-

 sues. This shift in focus from the personal to the

 social takes place through an explicit foreground-

 ing in the classroom of controversial, provocative

 issues regarding racial, class, gender, and political

 differences (Cervetti et al., 2001). When students

 critically analyze texts, they uncover how texts are

 never neutral, unbiased representations, but con-

 structions specific to particular beliefs held at the

 time of their creation (Tasmanian Office for

 Curriculum, 2003). Understanding that responsi-

 ble citizenship means confronting and taking ac-

 tion against the social inequalities and injustices

 perpetuated through texts and discourses, critical

 literacy teachers encourage their students to see

 themselves "within the larger historical, political,
 cultural, and economic structures where students

 exist" (Cadiero-Kaplan, 2002, p. 379) and to apply

 their critical awareness beyond the classroom.

 Challenges to teaching critical
 literacy

 Despite the promise of a more democratic society

 through critical awareness, a number of chal-

 lenges arise in critical literacy classrooms for stu-
 dents and teachers. First, because the classroom is

 not removed from the power struggles and in-

 equalities that pervade our social lives beyond the
 school, the student-centered discussions so neces-

 sary to encouraging critical literacy may them-

 selves contain patterns of domination and

 victimization. Realistically, not all students' voices

 are created equal; some students are simply more

 articulate than others, and yet others are persua-

 sive for reasons related to age, gender, race, class,

 or ethnicity (Shor, 1999). Authoritative students

 may intimidate socially subordinate students into

 silence or conformity through the use of

 confrontational language and aggressive behavior.
 In these circumstances, the classroom exhibits

 not democratic power sharing but an uneven,
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 one-sided form of control that contradicts the

 mutuality necessary for true dialogue. One expla-

 nation for this lopsided authority is that students
 accustomed to teacher-directed classrooms and

 discussions are unaware of the responsibilities

 that accompany the exercising of their newly dis-

 covered rights to self-expression. A second expla-

 nation is that students may be uncomfortable

 with the shift from teacher to student authority

 and may respond by resisting that change. In a

 study of a critical reading and writing program

 for adult learners at the university level, Kramer-

 Dahl (2001) observed that when asked to adopt

 alternative critical literacy practices, students per-
 sisted in the belief that the teacher was the ulti-

 mate authority as to the form and content of the

 final written assignment and resisted assuming

 authority for their work. Kramer-Dahl noted that

 when students with a rich history of traditional

 educational experience "struggle between alterna-

 tive and dominant literacy practices, and the dis-

 cipline exerted by the dominant on what was

 intended as alternative" (p. 27) they are most like-

 ly to stand against the changes by reaffirming

 their former practices. This retrenchment
 demonstrates that the shift to a critical classroom

 is often a disorienting and frustrating one to stu-

 dents with an extensive history of experience in
 traditional teacher-centered classrooms.

 Teachers, particularly newcomers to the

 profession, also face difficulties in implementing

 critical literacy practices in the classroom. Part of

 this struggle relates to the absence of a single,

 widely accepted definition of critical literacy or a

 template for bringing critical literacy to pedagogi-

 cal practice. Critical literacy has alternately been

 defined as aspects of higher order comprehension

 skills based on objective analysis and rational rea-

 soning (Paul, 1993), and an attitude toward the

 world that includes focusing on sociopolitical is-

 sues and taking action to promote social justice

 (Lewison, Flint, & Van Sluys, 2002). While both
 these definitions share a belief in students as ac-

 tive meaning makers and in critique as a method

 of exposing underlying assumptions contained

 within the text, Cervetti et al. (2001) argued that

 the two categories of definitions are derived from

 fundamentally different philosophical traditions

 that necessarily affect classroom practice. The un-

 derstanding of critical literacy as a set of higher

 order comprehension skills is derived from a
 liberal-humanist tradition that has the detection

 of authorial intention as its objective: "the philo-

 sophical assumption here is that correct interpre-

 tation can be distinguished from incorrect, truth

 can be distinguished from fiction, and texts are

 imbued with authorial intention or meaning that

 can and should be the basis for understanding"

 (Cervetti et al.). In contrast, understanding criti-

 cal literacy as a set of political practices derives

 from a critical perspective that asks students how

 social inequities are represented in texts and en-

 courages them to take social action. Because this

 social action must be responsible and just, critical

 literacy is tied to notions of impartiality and fair-

 ness, as well as to moral virtues such as honesty

 and courage; thus, critical literacy here goes be-

 yond intellectual exercises in critical thinking to

 include emotional and moral qualities
 (Puolimatka, 2004). Within this tradition, critical

 literacy "does not merely acquire an insight into
 the conditions of a false or distorted conscious-

 ness, but it aims at changing or removing them"

 (Puolimatka, p. 21). In the classroom, a critical

 literacy perspective highlights controversial issues

 and an explicit social critique: "students not only

 read texts critically, but they also become actors

 to transform society" (Cervetti et al.).

 Accompanying the wide variety of under-

 standings of the definition of critical literacy is an

 absence of a fixed model for bringing critical lit-

 eracy to the classroom. Because critical literacy

 has resisted distillation into a single formulaic

 method, beginning teachers may perceive the lack

 of method as overwhelming. In a study of critical

 literacy in the classrooms of new and novice

 teachers, Lewison et al. (2002) reported that "ini-

 tial efforts toward implementing a critical literacy

 curriculum are often shadowed by hesitations

 and uncertainties of what critical literacy looks

 like in classrooms" (p. 390). Although each
 teacher in their study indicated a commitment to
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 teaching critical literacy, the majority of them

 failed to fully implement all four dimensions

 identified by the authors as fundamental to criti-

 cal literacy practices: disrupting the common-

 place, interrogating multiple viewpoints, focusing

 on sociopolitical issues, and promoting social jus-

 tice. In particular, both new and novice teachers

 neglected to promote social justice, an omission

 the authors suggested might be rectified with ad-

 ditional supports, such as workshops, access to
 materials that deal with social issues, and contin-

 ued professional development in the area of criti-

 cal literacy. Most important, teachers in the study

 indicated that they would most benefit from the

 opportunity to communicate regularly with other

 critical literacy teachers through literature circles

 or discussion groups that allow for sharing stories

 of critical literacy practices and reflecting on chal-

 lenging classroom issues. In short, although be-

 ginning and novice critical literacy teachers may

 struggle with the absence of a method, the ability

 to meet the challenges of implementing critical

 literacy in their classrooms is facilitated when

 teachers are provided with support from other

 critical literacy practitioners.

 Another challenge to implementing critical

 literacy for both the beginning and the experi-
 enced teacher across all levels and all kinds of

 classrooms concerns classroom management. In
 order to achieve rich student-centered debate on

 contemporary social issues, the critical literacy

 classroom requires that the teacher transfer and

 distribute authority among the students. Shor

 (1999) wrote that this transfer is complicated be-

 cause students who have been conditioned by the

 majority of their educational experiences to ex-

 pect classrooms that position the teacher as the

 sole authority "often do not want [authority], or

 know how to use it" (p. 10). Without experience

 in this new mode of inquiry, students may not

 recognize that accompanying their new empow-

 erment is a responsibility to acknowledge the

 voices of others. The result of this inexperience is

 that some students may behave in ways that dis-

 rupt discussions and act contrary to the democ-

 ratizing spirit of critical literacy. Perceiving that

 the teacher is abdicating control, students may

 disrespect the teacher's knowledge and contribu-

 tion to the process, thus denying the group access

 to a useful and important resource (Shor). In

 combination with explicitly controversial subject
 matter, this insistence on student-centered debate

 also means that the classroom may be an uncom-

 fortable, difficult space where students must con-

 front issues to which they may be sensitive.

 Further, because critical literacy essentially asks
 students to scrutinize all texts for evidence of

 power imbalances, all authority figures and

 decision makers are, by extension, similarly sub-

 ject to interrogation regarding their hidden mo-

 tives and vested interests. At best, this scrutiny

 represents a healthy skepticism and a desire to

 make informed decisions, but at worst it suggests

 the early roots of a distrust that is damaging to

 the establishment of caring teacher-student

 relationships. Given this climate of distrust and

 suspicion, how does a teacher establish the condi-
 tions under which students feel safe enough to

 engage in explicit social critique?

 Setting also plays an important role in

 adopting critical literacy teaching practices. First,

 while teachers have some autonomy to interpret
 the curriculum within their classrooms, the insti-

 tutional setting in which those classrooms are
 situated affects the teacher's independence.
 When the school is a traditional one, bound to

 top-down conceptions of authority and a non-

 critical ideology, teachers may feel unsupported

 in their critical literacy beliefs and pressured to

 adopt practices that conform to the existing

 school culture. These practices may include

 teacher-centered discussions or encouraging tex-

 tual critique without encouraging social action.
 Second, even nontraditional, alternative schools

 have rules and guidelines pertaining to safety

 around classroom behavior. In all settings, teach-

 ers of critical literacy must undertake a compli-

 cated balancing act as they encourage their

 students to interrogate and act on their social

 conditions as well as discourage the challenging

 of regulations and conventions of the system in

 which they are embedded. Schools as institutions
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 are natural targets for interrogation because of

 curricular decisions that are tied to political
 interests (McLaren, 1988); however, teachers of

 critical literacy must ask themselves whether sus-

 taining students' attacks against the school's

 foundational assumptions is either warranted or

 desirable, given that classrooms can also be sites

 for encouraging individual awareness and em-

 powerment. Finally, is it fair to ask schools to

 support teaching practices that encourage such

 attacks if their foundational supports are dis-

 rupted or destroyed in the process?

 The silencing of student voices

 As a teacher in a maximum-security correctional

 center, I face a number of challenges in imple-

 menting critical literacy practices in my class-

 room that arise from the facility's emphasis on

 security. As an employee, I have a contractual ob-

 ligation to deliver my program in ways that do

 not interfere with the practices of the institution,

 particularly with regard to safety. Part of my con-

 tract requires that I agree to adopt safety proce-

 dures, such as the wearing of a pager that notifies

 the control officers as to my exact location with-
 in the institution at all times and allows me to

 call for assistance should I feel threatened or be

 under attack. A second part of my contract re-

 quires that I respect the institution's policy with

 regard to access and movement. In order to reach
 the classroom itself or travel within the correc-

 tional center, I must make contact with a disem-

 bodied voice through an intercom at every access

 point, identify myself, disclose my destination,

 and request permission to proceed. Should an

 alarm be activated in any part of the facility, I

 understand that I may be confined to the build-

 ing indefinitely, regardless of whether classes
 have terminated, until such time as I am in-

 formed that the situation has been secured.

 Although I am not fond of these procedures and

 am inevitably frustrated with the long and un-

 predictable delays, I realize that they exist for my

 safety within the institution.

 More problematic, however, are the conse-

 quences of this emphasis on security on the issue

 of individual rights and responsibilities, and the

 related impact on my teaching practices them-

 selves. While being processed, all new inmates

 exchange their regular clothing for mandatory

 loose-fitting orange-red tracksuits and Velcro run-

 ning shoes. This uniform serves two protective

 functions: First, inmates are instantly identifiable

 as members of the prison population; and second,

 the tracksuits have no pockets that might be used

 to conceal weapons. In order to reduce issues of

 mistaken identity, each inmate is also given a num-

 ber that he will be required to use instead of a

 name in order to request permission from the offi-

 cers to gain access to different areas of the institu-

 tion. While the safety purpose of these procedures

 is not in dispute, a consequence of these rules is

 the suppression of individuality and empower-

 ment for the inmates. By dressing identically and

 relinquishing the right to be addressed by their

 names, inmates become part of a collective known

 as the inmate population, and their individual

 agency while incarcerated is virtually nonexistent.

 Replacing individual concerns within the cor-

 rectional facility are the rights of the community
 from outside the institution's boundaries. As one

 officer explained it to me, membership within our

 community carries with it specific shared values

 and beliefs, as well as prescribed rules of conduct

 and responsibilities. Men are incarcerated because

 of their refusal to respect the community's values

 and so must be punished for their transgressions

 and reeducated into the community's social con-

 ventions so as to later resume membership. Within

 this scheme, any demonstrations of resistance to

 the reeducation process are dealt with harshly; vio-

 lations of the inmate code of behavior are punished

 with a loss of privilege or segregation. As part of the

 reeducation process, the right to attend programs,

 such as school and counseling workshops within

 the facility, is earned. To simulate a work situation,

 attendance in programs is accompanied by small

 monetary compensations. Because inmates are pro-

 hibited from bringing in money from outside

 sources, this small income is necessary if they wish
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 to purchase items from a limited selection at the
 canteen.

 The relinquishment of individuality, and its

 replacement by community rights, are accompanied

 by an enforced transfer of decision making from an

 internal source to an external authority. Within the

 penal institution, inmates are subject to an autocrat-

 ic ruling system that maintains rigid hierarchical di-

 visions between inmates and officers, with the

 inmates in the lowest ranking position. This ruling

 system is based on the assumption that the inmates

 have proven themselves incapable of making good
 decisions; thus, decisions must be made on their be-

 half and in their best interests. New inmates are or-

 ganized by officers into one of three population

 streams: remand for inmates awaiting trial or sen-

 tencing, sentenced iox inmates serving sentences un-

 der two years in duration, and protective custody for

 inmates deemed at risk by the general population.
 Officers decide when to awaken inmates in the

 morning, when lights are turned out in the units,

 and when inmates may attend outdoor exercise ses-

 sions. They decide which reading materials maybe

 present in the unit and make decisions about who

 can read them at which time. They also make deci-

 sions about whether inmates may watch television

 in their cells and which programs are suitable for

 the unit. They make recommendations as to

 whether an inmate's physical condition warrants

 medical attention and report on inmates' attitudes,

 adjustment, and progress at programs, attendance at

 which are again at the discretion of the officer.

 Although inmates who show steady progress and

 acceptable behavior are rewarded with a gradual in-

 crease in their responsibilities, such as the supervi-

 sion of the unit or a work area, the officer remains at

 the seat of any important decision making.

 A place for critical literacy?
 If a critical literacy approach sees individual con-

 sciousness and self-awareness as the hope for

 fostering democratic social change, can such an

 approach exist within a setting that directly op-

 poses the tenets of critical literacy? In the critical

 literacy classroom, students are encouraged to

 critique their social conditions and to protest

 against them. Within the correctional facility,

 however, critique and protest are severe violations

 of behavior and punishable with a loss of privi-

 lege or segregation. What is the effect of place on

 the critical literacy classroom?

 On one hand, it may be argued that adopt-

 ing a critical literacy teaching approach under
 conditions that contradict its basic philosophy is

 foolhardy, for reasons of safety, and irresponsi-

 ble; is it fair to encourage critique and protest in
 circumstances where all forms of resistance are

 punished? I contend though, that critical literacy

 has a place in all literacy classrooms, regardless of

 setting, and that despite its challenges, critical

 literacy is particularly appropriate for the schools

 of penal institutions and correctional facilities

 where inmate students struggle to understand

 their own marginalized place in society. To move
 their students toward critical individuality and

 informed citizenship in a democracy, teachers of

 critical literacy must take steps to ensure that

 their classrooms stand apart from the institu-

 tions in which they are set. Puolimatka (2004)

 argued that the development of the intellectual,
 emotional, and moral virtues characteristic of

 critical individuality, such as enlightened and in-

 formed judgment, consistency, and truthfulness,

 requires specific social preconditions in which

 the individual is exposed to a wide diversity of

 experiences and human interactions across dif-

 ferent societal spheres. This exposure is absolute-

 ly necessary to developing critical individuality

 because it is through interactions across the

 spheres of family, school, and state that the indi-

 vidual acquires the experience to deal with a

 wide array of situations. Puolimatka explained
 that while there is interaction between the

 spheres, "in order for various cultural spheres to

 perform their tasks properly, they need to be lib-

 erated from domination by other spheres" (p.

 30). When school and state are not separated,
 school reflects the state's beliefs, and students be-

 come indoctrinated into state-sanctioned ways of

 thinking. Schools, therefore, must be protected
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 from domination by other spheres and excessive

 state control. Within the penal institution, teach-

 ers should understand that their responsibility is

 not to represent or reinforce the institution's in-
 terests, but to ensure that their students receive

 exposure to different, even competing, perspec-

 tives from those expressed by the institution.

 This exposure is especially warranted within the

 penal school because critical literacy's founda-

 tion in individual autonomy and independence
 is opposed by the institution's devaluing of indi-

 vidual rights: "the goal of educating critical indi-

 viduals is hampered when such beliefs produced

 by social structures reflect an impoverished or

 distorted view of human agency" (Poulimatka,
 p. 23). The penal school, therefore, must stand

 separate and apart from the institution's interests

 if it is to encourage the students to develop their

 critical literacy so as to function as responsible,

 independent agents within our society.

 Although school independence is an essen-

 tial social precondition for fostering critical indi-

 viduality, the consequences of excessive school

 autonomy suggest the importance of maintaining

 a high degree of interaction between the school

 and the penal institution. Teachers who assume

 total school autonomy and isolate themselves
 from the institution risk an uncomfortable cli-

 mate in which to practice, as well as the practical

 possibility of censure or dismissal for unsafe

 practices. I recognize that while my attempt to

 bring a critical literacy approach to the classroom

 was well intentioned, I should have been in regu-
 lar communication with the institutional officers

 about my practices and possible outcomes in or-

 der to alert them of potential safety risks arising

 from the lesson. While a demand by security offi-

 cers for this kind of regular communication

 might be interpreted by the teacher as evidence of

 distrust, the teacher's willingness to offer it con-

 veys sensitivity to the circumstances and a respect

 for the responsibilities and duties of others within

 the institution who are accountable for the safety

 of all individuals within the facility. More impor-

 tant than total independence for schools, then, is

 finding a balance between institutional autonomy

 and interaction (Puolimatka, 2004). By not com-
 municating with the officers, I isolated the school

 from the society in which it was situated and did

 the students a disservice by negating the contri-

 butions that could be offered by the officers.

 Making a difference
 Critical literacy has as its goal the development of

 responsible citizens, able to confront social

 inequities in their many forms and take action

 against injustices. Teaching critical literacy re-

 quires that the teacher highlight controversial,

 provocative issues in student-centered discussions

 that encourage students to reflect on their own

 experiences and to make changes in themselves

 and the world around them. Although teaching
 critical literacy carries several risks for new and

 experienced teachers at any school, adopting crit-

 ical literacy practices at a maximum-security

 penal institution brings additional pressures.
 Inmates must conform to an institutional culture,

 relinquish their individuality in favor of commu-

 nity rights, and accept the authority of an exter-

 nal decision maker. Despite these challenges,

 however, teaching critical literacy at schools with-

 in penal facilities is entirely appropriate and war-

 ranted. Reflecting on the ways in which society

 deals with transgressions is a natural point of

 access for inmate students dealing with the conse-

 quences of their individual choices. By establish-

 ing the classroom as a site for exchange and

 debate, the critical literacy teacher encourages

 students to see how different social spheres sup-

 port different and competing perspectives that

 must ultimately interact and inform one another

 in the process. In these circumstances, the

 teacher's role is not only to encourage textual and

 sociopolitical critique but also to raise awareness

 of what constitutes responsible voice and action

 for communicating across spheres and in multi-

 ple dimensions: intellectual, emotional, and

 moral. For these reasons, critical literacy teachers

 are well advised to take on the task of making a

 difference where it is most likely to be felt, if they

 only take the risk.
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